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FORE'ivORD

This brief introductorypaperwas written as a contribution
to RogerLevien andS. Radhakrishna,editors, ｾ SystemsApproach
to the Problems of Developing Countries, to be published in
India in 1981.

After this essayand two others dealingwith thequestions
of how systemsanalysis can help with problems in developing
countries,the book will discuss some 15 examplesof suchwork.

This paper is basedon a talk given at a workshop on "A
systemsapproachto the problems of developing countries"that
took placeat IIASA 2-4 September1980; it was sponsoredjointly
by IIASA, the Committeeon Scienceand Technology in Developing
Countries, and the united Nations Educational,Scientific, and
Cultural Organization.
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WHAT IS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS?

Hugh J. Miser

Introduction. The well-informed citizen of our time is

concernedabout the problems of society, and he feels that,

somehow or other, scienceand technology should aid in solving

them. On the one hand, his view of scienceis probably con-

ditioned by the artifacts that technology has produced--air

and spacecraft, automobiles, radio and television, electrical

appliances,pocket computers, large technical enterprisesand

their products; on the other, he is also aware of the unhappy

effects of some of this technology--airand water pollution,

environmentalthreats from pesticidesand fertilizers, chemical

carcinogens. This new technology has been accompaniedby

marked changesin social and economic systems, and they have

been accompaniedby undesirabledislocationsand unfortunate

effects.

In the face of this conflicting picture of the desirable

and the undesirable,society expectsscienceand technology

to playa constructiverole in improving the lot of mankind.

How can this expectationbe met?

To addressthis question, let us first distinguish some-

what crudely three classesof problems:

1. Those dominatedby their scientific and technological

components,and hence those for which we may reasonablyexpect
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scienceand technology to play leading roles in solving--such

as finding a cure for cancer, or developing new means of

transportationand communication.

2. Those primarily systemic in character,with men

involved with machinesor in a highly structuredenvironment

in complicatedoperations (such as factories, transportation

systems, hospitals, governmentservice organizations,govern-

ment ministries, or social systems).

3. Those not belonging to either of the first two classes,

including problems dominatedby politics, morality, religion,

or aesthetics,or problems beyond the potential reach of science

and technology (such as climatic changesover the next million

years, or the effects over the next ten millennia of low-level

radiation hazards).

The least discussedand least appreciatedof theseclasses--

especiallyamong scientistsand technologists--isthe second,

the problems arising from the operationsof the social systems

that incorporatethe artifacts of our technologyor the orga-

nized structuresof our society. Such social systemsare all

around us; indeed, we participate in many: we involve ourselves

with the transportationsystem daily; we dependon the atmo-

spheric system for life while we also use it as a place to dump

transportation,heating, and energy-generationeffluents; many

of us live in cities; and when ill we call on the health-care

system for help. Becausewe are parts of these systems, we

must share in the measurestaken to improve their operations--

and we will probably want to share in both the activities

leading to their improvement and the choices for change that

will be made.

It is these systemic problems that systemsanalysis

addressesits attention to, in cooperationwith others having

interestsin them and their solution.

Propertiesof the systemic problems of society. Why do

these problems call for scientific activity and technological

ingenuity? Why are the classicaladministrative, political,
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and social arrangementsnot adequateto addressthese problems,

as they always have been in the past? Some of the answers to

thesequestionslie in the propertiesof many of these systemic

problems; in each case, I could offer a relevant current example,

but to save space I will leave the examples to the imagination

of the reader:

• Exactly what happensis often not understoodby the

public and executivesin positions capableof influencing the

outcomes.

• The phenomenarelating to a problem usually have not

been observedcarefully and measuredsystematically.

• Analyses of the available observationsand measurements

have usually not been carried out.

• Cause-and-effectrelations are often not known with any

certainty.

• An executive faced with a problem usually has some sort

of mental image of the phenomenaproducing his problem. If this

image is constructedfrom reliable evidence, then it servesas

a theory--what some scientistscall a "model"--for the phenomena,

and problem solutions making use of what it tells the executive

may well alleviate the problem. However, such a verified theory

or model on which to base reliable predictive perceptions,and

thereforepotential problem solutions, often does not exist.

• An operating processcan usually be characterizeduse-

fully by simple models or key parametervalues, but reliable

information of this sort is surprisingly often absent, or very

difficult to estimatereliably for a social system.

• Surprising as it may seem, there are important systemic

problem areas for which a systematicscientific and technical

literature is not available.

• The effects of new programs, or changesin old ones,

often cannot be predicted, on the basis of existing knowledge,

with any reasonablecertainty.
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• For many areas of pUblic need, realistic preferred

program alternativeshave not been developed, togetherwith

estimatesof their costs and benefits.

• Criteria for selecting such preferred programs or

coursesof action have usually not been well developed.

• It is commonplacefor the true naturesof the problems

and the objectivesof proposedsolutions,toremain unclear,

even after considerablepublic debateand attention has been

paid to them.

• The responsibilitieswith respectto society'ssystemic

problems are almost invariably widely distributed.

• The widely held public view of many problems and

potential solutions is at variancewith the facts.

• Partial, mistaken, or unproven solutions to public

problems are often advocatedheatedly on less-than-adequate

bases.

• The problems and the phenomenathat causethem are

frequently so diffuse in time and spaceas to defy comprehensive

observation,or even easy systematicsample viewing, by those

with relevant responsibilities.

• The problem contexts are frequently dominated--orat

least significantly influenced--by outmoded, archaic, or even
•

counterproductivepractices, concepts,equipment, training, or

systems.

• Results of experimentationor careful inquiry often

deviate from commonly held views and prejudices.

• In social systemswithout an associatedsciencebased

on careful observationand verified theory, problems corne to

be regardedas predominantly for "experiencedexperts" or

political-debateto solve, and consequentlyoutside the realm

of scientific inquiry or technical treatment--withresulting

suboptimal, or even harmful, practicesand policies.

• Solutions to problems often call for widespreadchanges

in practicies, laws, jurisdictions, equipment, personnel, and
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systems--andsuch changesare impossible to achieve without

compelling evidencethat they are needed.

• The underlying problem context often involves so many

factors and the phenomena associatedwith them, so many

attributesof public interest, so many possibleoptions and

their consequences,and so many criteria bearing on possible

choices that the human mind is incapableof carrying all of

the neededdetail simultaneously.

The aim of this listing of the propertiesof society's

systemic problems is to give substanceto the belief that, as

a rule, the behavior of society's systemsis too complicated

to make intui ti ve expectation a reliable guide to under-

standing,whetherthe intuition be thatof citizen or scientist;

therefore:

• The phenomena associatedwith the problems of our

social operating systemsneed careful observation,measurement,

and characterizationby models (or theories) with demonstrated

predictive value.

• The operating and policy problems of these systems

need to have their solutions carefully engineeredon the basis

of such knowledge, to the end that the programs adoptedwill

have predictableresults at acceptablecosts, and thus reach

the social goals at which they are aimed.

The aim of systemsanalysis is to meet theseneeds.

Systemsanalysis, or the systemsapproach. What we have

argued so far is that the functions of society involve struc-

tures that can be thought of as systemscombining people and

the natural environmentwith various products of man and his

technology, and that such complex systemsabound in modern

society and exhibit many problems that we would like to solve.

The question then is: How can the approachof sciencehelp

solve problems in this complex setting?

The key fact is that such complex systemsand their ele-

ments, while exhibiting many forms of complicatedbehavior,
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sometimesalso contain regularities that can be discernedby

scientific scrutiny. Indeed, scientific inquiry has yielded

much knowledge about such regularities in the systemsthat it

has examined. Where this is the case, the door is open to

constructinga scientific body of knowledge and using it as

the basis for problem solving.

Thus, many problems arising in operating social systems

canbe addressedby focusing such knowledge in appropriateways

by means of the logical, quantitative, and structural tools of

modern scienceand technology. The craft that does this is

called systemsanalysis; it brings to bear the knowledge and

methods of modern scienceand technology, in combinationwith

conceptsof social goals and values, elementsof judgment and

skill, and appropriateconsiderationof the larger contexts

and uncertaintiesthat inevitably attend such problems.

Thus, the central purposeof systemsanalysis is to help

to solve the problems of complex systemsby generatinginfor-

mation and marshalling evidencebearing on these problems,

and, in particular,on possible actions that may be suggested

to alleviate them.

Systems analysis can be applied to a wide range of

highly diverse problems, and the patternsof analysis exhibit

a corresponding diversity, depending on the context, the

possible coursesof action, the information needed, the accom-

panying constraintsand uncertainties,and the positions and

responsibilitiesof the personswho may use its results. Ina

rarecase,a problemmay fall wi thin the sphereof responsibility

of a single policy maker; however, it is far more usual for the

relevant responsibilitiesto be diffused among many persons,

often with significant portions of the problem lying outside

existing authorities.

While appliedsystemsanalysesmay exhibit as muchvariation

as the problems that prompt them, it is neverthelessuseful to

list a number of things that a prospectiveuser of such work

can expect to find in it. Applied systemsanalyses:
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• Marshal both the evidencerelating to the problem and

the scientific knowledge bearing on it, when necessarygathering

new evidenceand developing new knowledge.

• Examine critically the social purposes--boththose of

personsand institutions--relatingto the problem.

• Explore alternativeways of achieving these purposes,

often including designing or inventing new possibilities.

• Reconsiderthe problems in the light of the knowledge

accumulatingduring the analyses.

•
action,

and the

courses

Estimate the impacts of various possible coursesof

taking into considerationboth the uncertain future

organizational structures that must carry these

of action forward.

• Compare the alternatives by applying a variety of

criteria to their consequences.

• Presentthe results of the study to all concernedin

a framework suitable for choice.

• Assist in following up the actions chosen.

• Evaluate the results of implementing the chosen courses

of action.

However, because these steps are listed here in order,

it would be a mistake to infer that they take place in this

order in a systems-analysisstudy. Rather, there is almost

always a great deal of recycling of ideas and analysis; for

example, the impacts of the chosen coursesof action may

dictate reconsideringthe social purposes, the analysis of

the chosenalternativesmay generatenew and more interesting

ones for consideration,and so on. Nor do all systemsanalyses

carry out all of the steps; the user may need only some of them

carried out. Since the world does not stand still while the

work is going on, its changesmay dictate major changesin

content and approach, or, since user representativesmust work

with the analysis team throughout if the work is to be effec-

tive, early results may get translatedinto action or policy
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quickly. All of these influences may change the pattern of

the work.

From a professionalpoint of view, what sort of work does

the systemsanalyst do? We can expect him to: observeand

describethe behavior of complex systems; build models, where

they are needed, to explain theseobservations,and test the

extent of their validity for the purposesof his analysis;

use these models, in combination with other knowledge and

constructs,to deduce and synthesize descriptions of the

behavior of important segmentsof the systemsunder study;

use technical ingenuity and design synthesis to devise

programsor coursesof action; devise methods of generating

comparisonsof the alternativecoursesof action; develop

ways of communicating the results effectively, not only to

other systemsanalysts, but also to personsin a variety of

other communities of interest and responsibility; find ways

of helping effectively in the administrativeactivities of

implementation; and devise procedures and standards for

evaluating the results of implemented courses of action.

Throughout the work, the analyst must be in close contact

with his client.

To summarize, the central goal of the systemsanalyst,

based on his understandingof the systems he has been

studying, is to bring his results to bear on the functions

of complex operating systems in society with a view to

improving them; he helps those with relevant interestsand

responsibilitiesto change these functions beneficently.

His analysisactivities are aimed at assuringhimself and

others, to the extent possible, that the changeswill have

desired results.

Problems that have been treated by the systemsapproach.

Since most of the rest of this book is devoted to actual prob-

lems to which the systemsapproachhas been or can be directed,

there is no need to provide an extendeddiscussionof examples

here. However, it may be useful to suggestthe wide spreadof
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actual and potential uses of systemsanalysis, and to list

some sourcesof the extensiveliterature.

In the context of developing countries, systemsanalysis

has been used on problems like these: routing and scheduling

the buses in Baroda, India; developing the water and power uses

in the Indus Basin; contributing to the economic development

planningin Korea; planning agricultural policy in Mexico. More

generally,case descriptionsare available in the literatureon

many industrialplanningandoperatingproblems (such as capacity

expansion, sequencingof tasks, and maintenance), energy

planning (investment and system expansion), transportation

(control of urbantraffic and airline booking) , waterresources

(river-basin utilization and rural water supply), irrigation

(feasibility and investmentevaluation),agriculture (choosing

the optimal animal population and managing ｷ ｡ ｴ ･ ｾ in poultry

processing),health-caredelivery (emergencyadmissionsand

schedulingsurgery),urban planning and management(developing

new communities and making decisionsabout urban services),

education (design and planning), and tourism (investment

allocation)--andmany more.

All of these examplesare taken from a booklet prepared

by a committee under the chairmanshipof Prof. Philip M. Morse,

one of the pioneersof operationsresearchand systemsanalysis;

this source provides, not only further discussionof these

examplesand an extensivebibliography of literature relevant

to the problems of developing nations, but also information

and wise counsel on organizing systems-analysisactivities,

staffing them, training workers in this field, and getting

help in thesematters (1).

For another introductory overview of systemsanalysis,

see Miser (2), which also provides a comprehensiveoverview

of introductory literature in operationsresearchand systems

analysis. A Handbook of SystemsAnalysis is being prepared

at the InternationalInstitute for Applied SystemsAnalysis in

Laxenburg, Austria, that will provide an overview of this

field (3).
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Conclusion. Since most of the problems that systems-

analysis workers deal with involve diverse factors, it is

usually the case that classicaldisciplines such as economics,

physics, biology, and so on provide important knowledgerelating

to their work. Thus, it is common--indeed,almost universal--

for such teams to be multidisciplinary in their composition,

a consequenceof the problem orientationsof the teams.

It is also universal that the problems are ones for which

others have responsibilitiesand interests,which produces

close working relations between the scientistsand these other

persons.

Thus, in its highest and most effective form, systems

analysis joins scienceand society in the searchfor improve-

ments in the common lot.
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